The world is in crisis. Solutions abound.
Join us to create a bridge to a regenerative future.
We’re bringing forth ideas worth sharing. Summit participants will collaborate across sectors
to develop action-oriented solutions that deliver results and build a movement. This will be a
conference like no other, a 3-day gathering where the talent on both sides of the
microphone will rally around a new economic narrative, a regenerative approach to
capitalism that delivers personal well-being and shared prosperity on a healthy planet.
The Regenerative Future Summit will be an engaging, strategysetting event. An anticipated 300 executives, entrepreneurs,
community leaders and change agents will reframe “the economy”
and develop action plans to implement a regenerative future. These
plans will engage leading companies and early adopting
communities to chart a new course for capitalism.

May 15-17, 2017
University of Colorado, Boulder
Summit participants will develop action-oriented solutions to catalyze the movements
necessary to transform the economy. A robust social media campaign and an interactive
Internet platform will engage thousands more during the summit and serve as a hub for
implementation in the years to come. Promotion for the event will reach more than hundreds
of thousands of people who care about more authentic ways of doing business. Plenary
sessions will be live-streamed. Small working groups will set the strategy for realizing a new
economic narrative. On-demand content will be available before, during and after the
Summit. Bloggers are invited and encouraged to join in the conversation.

“Make the world work for 100% of humanity.”– Buckminster Fuller
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Join world-renowned thought leaders to chart a path towards
a Regenerative Future.
Confirmed Speakers include: Kate Raworth, Former Oxfan Director; John Fullerton,
Founder and President of Capital Institute; Stewart Wallis, Founder New Economics
Foundation, Hunter Lovins, President Natural Capitalism Solutions; Dr. Robert Costanza
father, Ecological Economics; Matthew Dillon, Clif Bar: Kim Coupounas, Director B Lab;
Daniela Howell, Executive Director Savory Institute: Dr. Chris Laszlo, author, Fowler Center
at Case Western Reserve University; Dr. Ida Kubiszewski, Alliance for Sustainability and
Prosperity; Heather Bailey, ED Energy Strategy, City of Boulder, Freya Williams, CEO
North America Futurra, Richard Eidlen, co-founder American Sustainable Business Council;
Bob Lachenmayer, COO Pos’N, Dr. Michael Pirson, Director Center for Humanistic
Management; Michael Schuman, economist, author Local Economy Solution; Vince
Siciliano, CEO New Resource Bank; Andrew Winston, author Big Pivot, Donna Morton,
Change Finance, Jenn Vervier, Director of Strategy & Sustainability New Belgium Brewing,
Randy Hayes, Director, Foundation Earth, David Orr, Sustainable Education & Green
Building Pioneer, Michael Shuman, Author, Going Local, Dr. Elizabeth Canigilia, Director of
Sustainable Economic and Enterprise Development Regis University, Heidi Cuppari, CEO &
Founder Anastasia Impact, Maggie Fox, Former CEO Climate Reality Project. More
speakers being confirmed.
Summit Partners:
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Sponsorship Benefits
Regenerative Future Summit Sponsors will enjoy recognition at the event and in event
promotions to an estimated audience of over 50,000. Traditional and new media will be at the
event and track the implementation plans that follow. Sponsorships are tax deductible.
Sponsorship benefits:

Presenting

Platinum

Gold

Silver

$25,000

$10,000

$5,000

$2,500

Private meetings with Summit speakers

•

Speak from the podium at Keynote presentations
Spotlight in Natural Capitalism Solutions blog, at least three
social media postings and one eNewsletter
Recognition from the podium at Summit Keynote Presentations
A spotlight on the Summit webpage and at least three social
media postings
Logo on Summit Live Streamed Page

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Logo on Summit Video page on the Summit website

•

•

Logo in one Natural Capitalism Solutions eNewsletter

•

•

Choice of one named breakfast, lunch or reception

•

•

•

Name on Summit Live Streamed Page

•

•

•

Name on Summit Video page on the Summit website

•

•

•

Logo recognition in Summit promotions

•

•

•

Logo recognition at event sponsor screens and signs

•

•

•

Name recognition at event sponsor screens and signs

•

Name recognition at Summit promotions

•

Registration(s) at the Summit
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Be part of creating a regenerative future.
Contact Jeff to explore customized benefit package that matches your business drivers.
Jeff Hohensee, Natural Capitalism Solutions
jhohensee@natcapsolutions.org, 303.775.2622
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